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b.r.burns performs some of his newest and most requested, reality-based poems to music - it is

ENTERTAINING, UPLIFTING  INSPIRING. 17 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Poetry, SPOKEN WORD:

Comedy Details: NEW LIVE CD -if it don't fit-don't force it!LIVE- AVAILABLE! DEBUT CD - "the sista

factor LIVE" - AVAILABLE! A Poet, Speaker, Writer, Director and Actor b.r.burns is the "RESIDENT

POET" on the Nationally Syndicated - Love, Lust  Lies - The Michael Baisden Radio Show and can be

heard every week performing LIVE on the show. The "PEOPLE'S POET" is back with his latest release -

"keeping UP with The Joneses". The latest CD contains some of the most requested poems from the

radio show. After receiving hundreds of email requests from fans of the show about the poems, b.r.burns

decided to go into the studio and record this entertaining, uplifting and inspiring CD. The CD features

outstanding guest appearances by: Poet/Producer/Singer - Taji Hailey, Poet - Marie Brown, Gospel

Newcomer - Deshun Neal, Toisli Martin, his nephew Dominique Jones, his Mama is back and very

special surprise guest. From the ode to "bbw"(Big Beautiful Women) to the inspiring "whatever it takes",

you will listen to this CD over and over again and definitely tell all of your friends about it. Since

"STEPPING OUT ON FAITH" to follow his dream, b.r.burns has touched many lives and his fan base

keeps expanding. As the star of a One Man show entitled: ONE MAN - ONE MIC...and a whole lot of

issues!, b.r.burns showcases his ability as an awesome and entertaining storyteller. This Writer, Director

and Star of The Hilarious Family Comedy - "It's All In The Family", is working diligently to take his touring

theatre to another level. b.r.burns is a graduate of Texas College(Tyler, Texas) with a degree in English.

He is the President and CEO of brb entertainment and currently resides in Houston, Texas. b.r.burns'

motto: "It is our imagination that allows us to imagine the unimaginable, but it is our belief in God and our

own will power that enables us to obtain it!" - b.r.burns
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